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Abstract In this work, we report a theoretical study of the
structural, electronic, and optical properties of palmitic acid
crystal in its C form under DFT calculations level. Palmitic
acid is a fatty acid that constitutes the large majority of veg-
etable oils with recognized potential applications in medicine,
pharmaceuticals, cosmetics technology, foods, and fuel. As a
main result, we have found that the electronic bandstructure
reveals indirect gap 3.7134+ (� −→ � and � −→ Γ), as a
main bandgap, while the secondary bandgaps found were
4.1754+ (W1 −→ Γ) and 4.1724+ (W2 −→ �). It behaves like
a wide bandgap semiconductor, which points to potential
applications in optoelectronic devices.
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1 Introduction

Currently, fatty acids have attracted the attention of the
scientific community. Due to their fundamental properties, it
has potential application in the medicine, pharmaceuticals,
cosmetics technology, foods, and fuel fields [1–8], which
requires great efforts to synthesize and characterize fatty acid
crystals through experimental techniques. In this context,
from an experimental or theoretical point of view, there is a
fundamental importance to obtain better potentialities and
overall properties comprehension of such structure [9–15].

Fatty acids are organic compounds constituted of an oxy-
genated function so-called carboxylic acid, following the
general molecular formula ��3 (��2)G�$$�. Here, G is
the number of carbon atoms in the hydrocarbon chain. The
hydrocarbons chains vary from 4 to 36 carbons, differing
only by the number of carbon atoms in their chains [16].
On the other hand, although the chains have similar crys-
talline structures, they display complex polymorphism [17,
18], something frequently observed in organic molecules [19].

Varieties of polymorphic forms are related to the structure
of the chain, which depend on the carbon number, the chain
size and the parity [20]. With regard to parity, the �1, �2, �3,
�BD?4A , �, �>/< and �>/< forms are observed in even fatty
acids, while the �′, �′, � ′, � ′′ and � ′ forms are observed
in odd fatty acids [18,21–25]. In addition, in some cases,
the fatty acids chains are saturated. For instance, the lauric
(12:0,C12), myristic (14:0, C14), palmitic (16:0, C16), estearic
(18:0, C18), arachidic (20:0, C20) and arachidonic (20:4, C20)
acids. On the other hand, as unsaturated chains we cite the
palmitoleic (16:1, C16), oleic (18:1, C18), linoleic (18:2, C18),
U-linolenic (18:3, C18) and arachidonic (20:4, C20) acids [16,
26]. Lastly, we still mentioning that there are fatty acids with
short carbon chains with less than ten atoms in their chains,
but are found in a minority in nature.

https://www.editorialmanager.com/jmmo/download.aspx?id=309442&guid=b6d944dd-bb0d-4463-9b79-e973649af850&scheme=1
https://www.editorialmanager.com/jmmo/download.aspx?id=309442&guid=b6d944dd-bb0d-4463-9b79-e973649af850&scheme=1
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Regarding the polymorphism of fatty acids, it has drawn
attention. It is synthesized in mammals, abundant in the
blood flow, and also obtained from the diet. It is worth
mentioning the treatment of skeletal muscle with palmitic
acid for a long time involves insulin resistance development.
On the other hand, acute exposure to this fatty acid can
induce an increase in glucose uptake and oxidation, also an
increase in glycogenic synthesis [27–29]. In this respect, this
structure attaches a great deal with interest. Despite these
facts, in this work, our main aim consists of a theoretical
investigation of the palmitic acid, taking into account the
palmitic acid crystal in its polymorphic C form under the
density functional theory (DFT) technique. Here, we aim to
obtain structural, electronic, and optical properties motivated
by the nanotechnology advances in nanoelectronic devices.

Finally, this paper is organized as follows: in section 2
we describe the implementation of the DFT approach used.
In section 3 we present our results and discussions about our
proposed investigation. And finally, in section 4 we present
our conclusions.

2 Computational approach

The unit cell of the palmitic acid crystal in its polymorphic C
form, whose chemical formula is ��3 (��2)14�$$�, and
its isolated molecule are both shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b), re-
spectively. In addition, this crystal has a monoclinic symmetry
belonging to the space group %21/2, and punctual group �5

2ℎ
,

with lattice parameters 0 = 35.260(11) �̊, 1 = 4.9487(16) �̊,
2 = 9.406(3) �̊, and volume + = 1658.0�̊3. Its unit cell con-
tains 4 molecules and / = 4 organized periodically through
dimers arranged as alternating monolayers of the carboxyl
group and methyl radicals parallel to the plane (010), build-up
by the hydrophilic part the carboxylic acid through hydrogen
bonds [17]. Besides, we report that the configuration of the
valence electrons for theoretical calculations are 2B2

2?2 and
2B2

2?4 for the carbon and hydrogen atoms, respectively.

Here, we investigate the monoclinic palmitic acid crys-
tal in its C form. We implement computational approaches
through the DFT method [30,31], employing the CASTEP
code with Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (BFGS) algo-
rithm [32–34], and the Local Density Approximation (LDA)
approach [35,36] as the exchange-correlation functional both
to optimize the unit cell geometry for the crystal under con-
sideration. To address the crystal optimization, we used the
LDA approximation with the cutoff energy value of 830eV
[37,38].

3 Results and discussions

3.1 Structural properties

Table 1 shows the 0, 1 and 2 unit cell lattice parameters,
besides the + volume and V unit cell angle to palmitic
acid in its C form. The experimental results [17] are also
included for comparison purposes. Here, LDA calculations
provided absolute deviations as follow, Δ0 = 10.1%, Δ1 =

35.2%, Δ2 = 21.6%, Δ+ = 56.0% and ΔV = 16.5% both in
comparison to experimental data. We found theoretical results
less than experimental measures, which occurs due to LDA
calculations overestimate the bond forces among the atoms,
obtaining smaller bond length and cell volume comparing to
experimental measures.

Next, Table 2 shows the theoretical results (subscript L)
for the length bond values among the oxygen, hydrogen, and
oxygen atoms (O · · ·H · · ·O) in comparison to experimental
measures (subscript E) [17]. Theoretical calculations depict
that the bond amidst the hydrogen and the receptor oxygen
atom (H1 · · ·O2) shortened 33%. The length bond between
oxygen atoms (D · · ·A!) undergo a deviation around 8.9%

in comparison to (D · · ·A� ). Here, we observe theoretical
results greater than the experimental one with the emphasis
on hydrogen bond of the donor atom (D · · ·H!) around 24%.
Regarding the hydrogen bonds angle deviations, we observe
values close to 180

◦, which characterizes linear arrangement
of molecules and stretching a (O· · ·H) in the unit cell. The
angular deviation between the theoretical and experimental
results is about 0.8%.

3.2 Electronic properties

At first, Fig. 2 displays the first Brillouin zone and the unit cell
of the palmitic acid in its C form depicting their, respective,
high-symmetry points of its monoclinic structure given by
Γ(0,0,0), Z(0,0,1/2), Y(0,1/2,0), A(-1/2,1/2,0), B(-1/2,0,0),
C(0,1/2,1/2), D(-1/2,0,1/2), and E(-1/1,1/2,1/2). Kohn-Sham
electronic band structure gives a glimpse of the electronic
eigenenergies as a function of a set of quantum numbers that
form the components of a wave vector in the first Brillouin
zone of the analyzed crystal.

Fig. 3, shows the optimized electronic band structures of
the crystal with their respective density of states. Close to
the main bandgap are displayed the most relevant electronic
transitions between the top of the valence band and the bottom
of the conduction band. Following, on the right side, the B and
? orbitals contribution through the electronic density of states
(DOS) is depicted from −27.7 to 8.94+ range energy. The
maximum valence band is located at the � high-symmetry
point while the minimum conduction band is located at the Γ
and � points, which characterizes an indirect transition with
bandgap around 3.7134+ (� −→ � and � −→ Γ), besides to
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Table 1 Lattice parameter (Å), unit cell volume (Å3), and V angle ( ◦) obtained from the palmitic acid crystal in its C form using DFT calculations at
the LDA level in comparison to experimental results. The deviations concerning experimental values are showed.

C. Level 0 Δ0 1 Δ1 2 Δ2 + Δ+ V ΔV

LDA830 32.037 −3.583 3.201 −1.740 7.373 −2.033 729.228 −928.7724 105.389 14.942

Exp. 35.620 − 4.948 − 9.406 − 1657.970 − 90.447 −

Table 2 Theoretical calculations for the length bond values among the oxygen, hydrogen, and oxygen atoms (O · · ·H · · ·O) obtained from the
palmitic acid crystal in its C form using DFT calculations at the LDA level. The measures concerning experimental values are showed.

� − � · · · � � − �! � − �� � · · · �! � · · · �� � · · · �! � · · · �! $1 − �1 · · ·$! $1 − �1 · · ·$�

$1 − �1 · · ·$2 1.391 1.120 1.000 1.506 2.386 2.621 171.800 173.200

be the main bandgap. Next, secondary indirect transitions are
observed, whose gap values are around 4.1754+ and 4.1724+

along the (W1 −→ Γ) and (W2 −→ �) paths, respectively.
Here, the valence band located from −27.7 to 04+ range has
its highest energy peak adjusted to 04+ . The ? orbitals of
the atoms highlights at the top of the valence band besides
the lowest energy levels of the conduction bands. For the
lowest energies of the valence band, there is a prevalence of
B orbitals, for presents less energy than ? orbitals. At the top
of the conduction band, we observe that both orbitals have
very close densities, with the prominence of the B orbital.

Fig. 4, shows the partial density of states (PDOS) for the
� (carbon), $ (oxygen) and � (hydrogen) atoms, and �$,
�$$� and $� functional groups. The � atom contributes
from −18 to 04+ and 4.5 to 94+ ranges, with highlights to
the ? orbital. Following, $ atom contributes from −27 to
−214+ , with the B orbital, from −18 to −1.54+ with the major
contribution to the ? orbital, and from 5.5 to 84+ with B

and ? orbitals contributing equivalently. Lastly, the � atom
presents two pronounced peaks, being the major contribution
in the range from −18 to 04+ . Here, we can not see ? orbital’s
contributions. Worth mentioning that each atom contributes
to both valence and conduction bands.

Next, the carboxylic functional group highlights in the
following ranges: 1) from −27.6 to −21.64+ , with major
contribution of the B orbital; and 2) from −18.3 to −1.64+

and from 5 to 94+ with predominance of the ? orbital in
both ranges. Like the carboxylic acid, the carbonyl function
belongs to the same range, with the same set of orbitals
contributing in each range. Similarly, the hydroxyl function
belongs to the same range as the carboxylic and carbonyl
functions. In the range from −27.6 to −21.64+ the relevant
contribution is the B orbital, while in the range from −18.3 to
−1.64+ the prominent contribution is the ? orbital. Already
in the conduction band, the major contribution is the ? orbital
for all functional groups.

Fig. 5, shows the effective mass calculated of the holes
and electrons through the fitting quadratic curves (red dots) at
points of interest around the Brillouin zone. Here, we aim to
estimate the electronic transport behavior along the directions
of the crystal from the maximum point of the valence band

(holes) and minimal point of the conduction band (electrons)
[37–39]. Effective mass <∗ furnishes the assess the mobility
of charge carriers at a given point along the Î direction,
according to the equation

1

<∗
=

1

ℏ

m2� ( ®: = : Î)

m:2
. (1)

Here, � is the energy of the bottom conduction band or
maximum valence band, ℏ is the reduced Planck’s constant,
and : the distance in reciprocal space.

Eq. (1) estimates the effective mass, for electron, ranging
from 0.05<0 (at Γ along the Γ −→ . direction) to 1.31<0

(at Γ along the / −→ Γ direction). Regarding holes, were
observed effective masses varying from 0.04<0 (at Γ along
the Γ −→ . direction) to 1.18<0 (at � along the � −→ �

direction). Here, the effective mass of electron and hole is
expressed in unit electron mass <0. Besides, the previous
results show that the electrons and holes transport are more
favorable along the Γ −→ . direction, which is normal to
the direction of the molecule. Our calculations reveal that
electrons and holes’ effective masses show an anisotropic
behavior.

3.3 Optical properties

Here, we report the optical absorption of the palmitic acid
crystal in its C form. Fig. 6, provides the optical absorption
of the polarized incident light for some selected planes of the
investigated crystal. The light absorption spectrum along the
(100) and (010) directions furnishes similar behavior with a
well-defined peak around the 124+ . On the other hand, from
the 5 to 104+ energy range, we can see a small peak along the
(001) and (101) directions. The spectrum absorption curve for
(6̄01) direction, corresponding to the molecule linear direc-
tion, is similar to (100) and (010) planes. Regarding previous
results, we observe evidence of weak optical anisotropy for
the (001) and (101) directions in comparison to (100), (010)
and (6̄01) ones. The polycrystalline sample shows the typical
overall behavior for both directions emphasizing the small
peak in the 5 to 104+ energy range.
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Fig. 7, shows the real (black line) and imaginary (red line)
parts of the dielectric function taking into account distinct
polarization (100), (010), (001), (101), and (6̄01) planes for
incident radiation. The dielectric function curve presents no
significant difference between the real and imaginary parts
for the (100), (010), and (6̄01). The dielectric function’s real
part is negative only in the 5.7 to 174+ energy range for all
cases. The imaginary part shows no negative energy in the
same range as the real part. It is worth mentioning that the
variation amplitudes to (001) and (101) directions exhibit no
relevant variations, except to imaginary part in the 5 to 104+

energy range leading us to consider a weak anisotropic for
these crystal directions. The polycrystalline sample shows the
typical overall behavior for both directions emphasizing the
small oscillations in the 5 to 104+ energy range.

4 Conclusions

In this work, we performed computational simulations under
DFT calculations, intending to obtain the structural, elec-
tronic, and optical properties of the monoclinic palmitic acid
crystal in its C form. Using 8304+ cutoff energy, we per-
formed LDA calculations to obtain the optimized geometry
for the investigated crystal. It provided absolute deviations
about 10.1%, 35.2% and 21.6% for 0, 1 and 2 unit cell lat-
tice parameters, respectively, and 56.0% for volume besides
16.5% for unit cell angle. Regarding the unit cell parameters,
major deviation corresponding to 2 parameter around 35.2%,
suggesting that such direction is flexible due to the hydrogen
bond located among the adjacent planes of the palmitic acid
molecule. The electronic band structure reveals indirect gap
3.7134+ (� −→ � and � −→ Γ), as a main bandgap, while
the secondary bandgaps found were 4.1754+ (W1 −→ Γ) and
4.1724+ (W2 −→ �). It suggests semiconducting properties
for this polymorphic form of palmitic acid. Also, the analysis
of the partial density of states showed that the valence band
exhibits a strong character of the ? orbital for the carbon
and oxygen atoms, and the B orbital for the hydrogen atom.
Next, we found effective electron mass varying from 0.05<0

(at Γ along the Γ −→ . direction) to 1.31<0 (at Γ along
the / −→ Γ direction). For the holes we obtained the ef-
fective mass varying from 0.04<0 (at Γ along the Γ −→ .

direction) to 1.18<0 (at � along the � −→ � direction). It
reveals that the electrons and holes transport is favorable
along the Γ −→ . direction, normal to the direction of the
molecule. Also, our calculations revealed that electrons and
holes effective masses are anisotropic. Optical properties
behaves as an isotropic material for (100), (010), and (6̄01)
directions. The polycrystalline sample shows a typical general
behavior provided by the optical absorption and dielectric
function for the directions (100), (010), (001), (101) and
(6̄01). Weak anisotropy was found in the 5 to 104+ energy

range for directions (001) and (101). In summary, our cal-
culations suggest that the investigated palmitic acid crystal
is a wide bandgap semiconductor material with potential
nanotechnology applications for optoelectronic devices.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 1 1(a) Shows the palmitic-acid crystal in its C form. Carbon, oxygen,
and hydrogen atoms are depicted in grey, red, and white, respectively.
1(b) Shows the isolated palmitic acid molecule in its C form.

Fig. 2 First Brillouin zone of monoclinic palmitic-acid crystal in its C
form showing the high-symmetry points of the reciprocal lattice. Carbon,
oxygen, and hydrogen are depicted in grey, red, and white, respectively.
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orbitals are shown per atom (on left) and for CO (carbonyl), COOH (carboxyl), and OH (hydroxyl) functional groups (on right).
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Fig. 5 (Color online) Electron and hole Effective masses (in free-electron mass unit) with performed fittings at the high- and low-symmetry points.
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Fig. 6 (Color online) Optical absorption of the palmitic acid crystal in its C form along the (100), (010), (001), (101), and (6̄01) planes. Optical
absorption of the polycrystalline sample is shown for comparison effects.
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Fig. 7 (Color online) Dielectric function of the palmitic acid crystal in its C form along with the (100), (010), (001), (101), and (6̄01) planes.
Dielectric function polycrystalline sample is showed for comparison effects.



Figures

Figure 1

1(a) Shows the palmitic-acid crystal in its C form. Carbon, oxygen, and hydrogen atoms are depicted in
grey, red, and white, respectively. 1(b) Shows the isolated palmitic acid molecule in its C form.



Figure 2

First Brillouin zone of monoclinic palmitic-acid crystal in its C form showing the high-symmetry points of
the reciprocal lattice. Carbon, oxygen, and hydrogen are depicted in grey, red, and white, respectively.



Figure 3

(Color online) Electronic band structure calculations for the palmitic acid crystal in its C form are shown
on the left side on the top and bottom Figures. The density of states (DOS) for the s (dotted) and p (solid)
orbitals are shown on the right side on the top and bottom in both Figures.



Figure 4

(Color online) Partial electronic density of states Calculations for the palmitic acid crystal in its C form.
The s (red line) and p (black line) orbitals are shown per atom (on left) and for CO (carbonyl), COOH
(carboxyl), and OH (hydroxyl) functional groups (on right).



Figure 5

(Color online) Electron and hole Effective masses (in free-electron mass unit) with performed �ttings at
the high- and low-symmetry points.



Figure 6

(Color online) Optical absorption of the palmitic acid crystal in its C form along the (100), (010), (001),
(101), and (¯601) planes. Optical absorption of the polycrystalline sample is shown for comparison
effects.



Figure 7

(Color online) Dielectric function of the palmitic acid crystal in its C form along with the (100), (010),
(001), (101), and (¯601) planes. Dielectric function polycrystalline sample is showed for comparison
effects.
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